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Professor Taylor is the principal consultant at Taylor & Co valuations Ltd. He is

recognised internationally as a leading expert jeweller, diamond expert, gemstone

expert, watch expert and valuation expert. His extensive commercial experience

encompasses manufacturing, wholesale, retail, repairs and restoration, testing and

identification, and valuation in all types of international and domestic

markets.Fundamental to our service is the importance of listening and

understandingUnderstanding the unique aspects of each instruction is essential to

ensure the service provided matches with the client's requirements. The service we

offer is tailored to the client's requirements we only provide bespoke

solutions.Experience and expertise is the foundation of the services we offer, it

enables us to offer relevant advice backed by a deep understanding of the market

and the industry. Our track record is second to none in the field.Taylor & Co

Valuations offers professional expert services on all aspects relating to gemstones,

diamonds and jewellery and precious metal objects. Our clients include insurers,

accountants, liquidators, and creditors police trading standards, plaintiffs,

respondents, working for both the defence and prosecution in both civil and criminal

actions. The majority of work completed involves value for which we have

developed extensive resources, we also have extensive testing resources both in

expertise and advanced testing equipment.Professor Richard Taylor the principal

valuer and consultant have more than 30 years’ experience in preparing expert

reports used in civil, criminal, and matrimonial disputes. His international reputation

means he is frequently instructed for international clients working in Africa, USA,

Europe, South America, Middle East, and Asia. He is frequently instructed by Police,                                                page 1 / 2



Revenue and Customs, and other government departments, as well as major

international companies and private individuals. His experience and qualifications

are exceptional so the quality of the advice and the reports produced are

impeccable.We provide expert services for both privately funded and publicly

funded cases.Litigation and disputes involving jewellery and gemstonesDisputes

pertaining to the retail & manufacturing of jewellery and gemsJewellery expertly

analysed & quantum assessedJewellery manufacturing expertDiamond and

gemstone valuationsDamage reports and assessmentsBusiness Stock

valuationsExperienced in trading standards issuesInsurance quantum and

investigation
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